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This
photograph
of Rainbow Trail in Skyline Caverns
hardly does justice to this interesting and unusually lit portion of the cave.
It is just one of many
underground
scenes
to be viewed during the 1976 NCA Convention
in Virginia.
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IN MEMORY OF CARLOS WI NE
On January 16, 1976, Carlos D.
Wine,
Operations
Manager of Skyline Caverns, Front Royal, Virginia,
died of terminal cancer,
He was born April 9, 1915
and married
to the former Frances Lam.
Carlos had three
children,
Judy,
Joyce
and Michael, all of whom are now married.
Carlos
began his career in the
cave business in 1945, fresh from discharge
from
Navy
Seabees
where he was
Chief Petty Officer
(cook).
He went to
work foY Hoyle B. Long, who had purchased
Skyline Caverns
from the original corporation
that
developed
and operated the
caverns
be t ween 1938 and early
1942.
MT.
Long
purchased
Skyline Caverns
shortly
after the end of World War II
(September
2,1945).
An
intutive
person,
Carlos
learned
by
doing
in SUCll areas as cave
lighting, passage clearing,water
control,
installing
handrails,
etc. He also largely developed
the standard frames of reference on the Skyline Caverns tour today.
The present owners acquired the
cave
property
from Mr. Long on February
1, 1956.
Carlos was offered the ,job of
Resident Manager
(although
he did
not
live on the property any longer).
He accepted the offer.
In 1966,
following the death of James A. Payne,
and
the naming of Tom Gibson as Executive Vice President,
a reshuffling of positions,
titles and responsibilities
was made.
Carlos's title wa~ changed to Operations Manager.
Carlos
largely
developed
and perfected
the "light
basket" system of cave lighting
(which NCA members will see in
November during the 1976 NCA Convention).
He was an artist at
blending
various
colors
in with the mortar to help make the
basket blend in with itls surroundings.
Carlos
also
had
a remarkable
ability to get along
well
with
others, particularly
with the teenagers who make up
the bulk of the
part-timers
in summer.
He was able to bridge
the generation
gap.
Not
the
least of his accomplishments
was the degree
of knOWledge he acquired on caves.
He had a fine grasp on geology
in general and understood
the powerful forces that create
caves.
I have seen him hold his own with college geology pro-
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fessars

on more

than one occasion

during

field

trips.

This Company and I, personally,
miss him.
But I feel
that
his
knowledge
of caves and what makes them tick
is our
greatest loss of all.
It is a loss to all of us in America's
underground.
Tom Gibson

IN MEMORY

OF JIM SCHERMERHORN

James H. Schermerhorn,
a prominent
Arkansas
caver
and former member of the National Caves Association,
died January 14, 1976 at Harrison, Arkansas.
For several years he had
battled cancer but despite this handicap, he stayed active with
his cave interests.
Jim
joined
the NCA in 1970 shortly after purchasing
Big Hurricane Cave near Harrison.
~le promptly changed the name
of his underground
attraction
to Hurricane River Cave, constructed a new access road, a new cave entrance,
erected billboards,
and had a new lighting system installed in the cave by
Roy Davis.
During this time he also attended NCA Conventions.
Prior to owning Hurricane River Cave,
Jim owned Mystic Caverns in Arkansas,
.an attraction
that was renamed Dogpatch Caverns after the construction
of Dogpatch USA,
a theme
park near Harrison and of which Jim was one of the original developers.
At the time of his death,
Jim was 37 years old.
He
was well-known
among cavers in general.
He did a great deal of
mapping in Fittons Cave in Newton CountY,Arkansas,
and produced
a television film foY Westinghouse
that featured Fittons Cave.
dren

Jim is survived
and a stepson.

EDITDR"S

by his widow,

Johnie,

and three

chil-

NOTES

It is with regret that this issue of DOWN UNDER,
the previous number, must begin on a sad note--the loss of
more of our well-known
cavemen.
Yet, it is good to have a
lication
wherein the accomplishments
of our people can be
nowledged,
and our memories of them preserved for posterity.

like
two
puback-

I would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone attending the Mid-Winter
NCA Meeting for their vote of confidence and pledge of assistance.
That is certainly one way to
keep
a caveman from crawling off to his favorite spot--under
a
rock~
Now
if I can just get all of our talented cavemen an
women out from under their rocks and into print .....
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I would also like to thank those who have gone out of
.LeLr way to compliment
the previous
issue.
You should notice
a somewhat
bolder
print
1n this number
and a greater use of
space to squeeze in mOTe words per page.
The topic of state cave vandalism laws,
inaeted
and
or proposed,
is a current one.
Such
a law has recently been
passed in California
and a similar bill is pending in Missouri.
If you
have any information
on such legislative
activity past
or present in YOUy state or other states,
or would like to ex~ress your opinions regarding the need
for such
laws, please
1rop me
a line.
DOWN UNDER plans to review the subject in a
"ut ur e issue.
On this
note, I will end comment by saying it looks
like a terrific year for cave attendance.
Wishing
everyone
a
~uccessful Bicentennial
summer.

IIi to All:

Those
of our members who did not or could not make
our Mid-Winter
Meeting in Miami,' missed
an excellent program.
Our cave meeting was a short, one day affair,
but was very informative.
We covered a number of subjects.
We tried to reach
unable to.
All of you will
received,
a questionnaire
regarding this matter.
We
tion at our regular ~eeting

a decision on the NCA Movie but was
be receiving,
or may have already
from our Secretary,
Barbara Munson)
should be able to resolve the quesin Virginia this fall.

In regard to our meeting at Luray Caverns,
both
Ted
Graves and Torn Gibson have
an excellent
agenda
worked
out.
This is the meeting for our Bicentennial
Year,
and I am asking
that each member cave have a representative
attend.
Membership
is again one of our major
projects.
If
each member could contact a cave owne r or operator and discuss
the real advantages
of belonging to the NCA,
we
could
double
our membership.
Give it some thought and have an answer at our
regular meeting.
meeting

Again,
I ask that each member
plan on attending our
in November and bring a prospective
member,if possible.
H. L. Anderson,

President

Nation~SSOCiation
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Mid-Wi nter meeting
The Mid-Winter
Business Meeting of the NCA
was
held
in Miami,
Florida,
on February
29, 1976.
It was attended
by
members
from
seven
states
including California,
New Mexico,
Missouri, Wisconsin,
Tennessee, Virginia
and New York.
Guests were Irwin Kirby
and
Roger J. Shaheen representing the International Association of Amusement Parks and
Attractions
(IAAPA) , and Thomas H. Jackson,
Commissioner
Tennessee Tourism Development.
Reports
given
by
Committee
Chairmen covered recent
developments
in sign legislation
on the Federal level, the production of an NCA film on caves, plans for the 1976 NCA Convention in Virginia,
and NCA goals.
Summaries of these topics

are given in the following pages of DOWN UNDER.

NEW IN 1976 - CAVERNS COUNTRY CLUB
Surrounded
by the Blue Ridge and Massanutten
Mountains,
the new Caverns Country Club at Luray Caverns,Virginia,
will open an IS-hole, par 72 golf course on May 1. The
course will feature 6452 yards of gently Tolling
fairways and is located 1 mile west of Luray Caverns and
adjacent to the Luray Caverns Airport.
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Sign Legis lat ion

Tom Gibson

Since March of 1975
a government
report
called
a
'J[hree-Part Study of the National Standards for Directional
and
other Official
Signs" has been in existence.
It is a laboratory
analysis
of the adequacy of existing standards for Directional
and other Official Signs,
and I had an opportunity
to see this
study
for
the
first time about a week after the October 1975
meeting of the NCA at Hannibal.
(This study concludes that the
ISO-square-foot
requirement
for Directional
Signs
is probably
inadequate and stresses the need for additional research to determine
what
size
such signs should be.
400-square-feet
has

been recommended

-- Editor).

A public hearing was held January 26, 1976, conducted
by Edwin J. Reese, Assistant Chief Council to the Federal Highway Administration.
Also at that meeting was Dr. David Leven,
who is Chief of the Department
of Right-of-way
for the Federal
Highway Administration.
Dr. Leven states that he has the authJrity to change the regulations.
He seems
sympathetic
to our
problem, at least to an increase in the sign face size.
It seems
that certain members of Congress are growing
increasingly
in opposition
to the so-called "just compensation" provisions
in the present law.
They want to order the
signs down, but they don't want to buy them.
The
going
price
now is around $12 per square foot, illuminated.
considered

Under
one
it says:

section

of a new version

to the law being

"Any
non-conforming
sign under state
law and
acted to comply with this section,
shall
be removed
no later than the end of
the 5th year.
becomes non-conforming
except
as determined
by the Secretary ... 11
The move
is to get states to enact legislation
that
depreciates
signs at an annual rate of 20% per year so that at
the end of five years they no longer have any value.
The
new
version also says:
"During
the
implementation
of state
laws
enacted
to comply with this section,
Secretary
shall
encourage
and assist the
states to develop sign controls and programs
which
will assure the necessary directional
information
about facilities providing goods
and
services
of interest to the traveling
public
will
continue
to be available to
motorists.
To this end the Secretary shall
restudy and revise, as appropriate,
existing
standards for directional
signs ...to develop
signs
which are functional
and esthetically
compatable
to surroundings.
He will employ
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the resources
of other Federal departments
and agencies ...and employ
maximum
participation
of private industry ~to develop other
standards
and
systems
for signs developed
for this purpose.1!
( The U.S. Senate (recently) passed a Federal Highway
Aiel Bill Number 2711, without any
provision
that
would
have
liberalized
sign restrictions--Andy
Anderson).
The House
version
of a new bill (House Resolution
8235),
like the Senate version, does nothing to ease the problem and
contains
several things of rather grim concern.
The
troublesome portion reads:
"Effective
control
means
that
such
signs, displays and devices after January 1,
1968, if located
within
660 feet
of the
Right-aE-way,
and on or after JUly 1, 1975,
or after the expiration of the next regular
session of the State Legislature,
whichever
is later,
if located beyond 660 feet of the
Right-of-way
outside of urban areas, visible
from
the main travelway of the system, and
erected with the purpose
of their
message
being
read
from such main travelway, shall
pursuant
to this
section
be limited to I
Directional
and Official Signs
and Notices
which signs and notices may be included
but
not be limited to signs and notices pertaining
to information
in the specific interest
of the
traveling
public
such as but not
limited to -- signs and notices
pertaining
to rest stops, camping grounds, food services, gas and automotive
services, lodging and
natively
produced
handicraft
goods,
and
shall
include
signs and notices pertaining
to natural wonders,
scenic
and historical
attractions
which requir~d are authorized by
law which
shall conform to national standards, hereby authorized to be proglumated
by
the Secretary here
under,
which
standards
shall contain provisions
concerning lightin~
size, number and spacing of signs,
and such
other
requirements
as may be appropriate
to
implement this clause,
except that not more
than three directional
signs facing the same
direction
of travel
shall be permitted in
anyone
mile along the Interstate or Primary
System
outside
commercial
and residential
areas.!!
If this version is accepted,
then the Conference Report,
which
is the combination
of the two versions, when the
Conference Report goes back to both llouses, if the Senate finds
it there,
there is no indication that the White House has any
objections to any of this, so it would become law. You can see,
for instance,
all one would have to do is put in a small place
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along
the
road selling native handicraft
goods and they could
put up a sign. So, welre very concerned that this,
in effect
is gutting the exemption we have had since the
beginning,
and
fought f o r .
After
a long series of cal,ls we finally came up with
the situation that we are between a rock and a hard place.
We
can't
really
come
out against
the House version because it

would create a conflict between the NCA and REA (Roadside Business Association).
The bureaucracy
would like nothing
than to get two segments of the travel industry fighting

better
one a-

nother.
I wrote Dr. Leven on February 12 expressing
our desire foY DOT (Department of Transportation)
to make a distinction between the efforts of the National Caves Association
and
any
other groups or associations
working to achieve consideration.
It was necessary to stress that natural wonders
were
treated separately
in the 1965 version of the Highway Beautification Bill.
We were recognized
as having special problems because we were a type of attraction
that could not be relocated.
To reDlain economically
viable,
natural
wonders
such as caves
have to be able to attract the traveling public.
All
reports
and
opinions we have received thus far
indicate
that
Dr. David Leven is sympathetic
to our cause and
that we will continue to be treated separately.

• • • • • • •• • • • • • ••

N CAT

V FI L M

Barbara

•
Munson

In the absence of the members of the TV Film Committe
(Jack Griswold, Mark Trimble and Fred Conway) I have been asked
to give the Film Comm.i t t cc Report.
The
Committee
has worked with Tom Aley of the Ozark
Underground
Laboratory
(OUL) , and
Bill Gilbert of Image House
ProdlJctions (IHP).
As a result, the Con~ittee recommends
that
the NCA begin the immediate production
of a cave film basecl on
a treatment developed by Tom Aley.
It would be a 14 1/2 lninute
Instructional
Film produced by IHP and shot, for the most part,
in the fouY-state
area aroutid Kansas City.
The
Instructional
Film (mid-way between Educational
and I·rard-Sell) would receive
the greatest acceptance
on educational
and public service TV.
Cost
of producing this film would be between $8,000
and $10,000.
Tethnical supervision
by OUL would be $1,500 plus
one copy of the completed film.
The NCA would own one copy of
the film and couies would be sold to NCA members at a raw film
cost
of approxlmately
$100
each.
Other copies of the filln
would be sold by the producer to Educational
outlets.
Distribution costs were estinlated at $2,000 per year.

found

The
Film
this
would

Committee investigated
outside funding and
be undesirable
largely because such funding
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would have too many strings
attac~ed.
Other
types of (\:l;'<'"
simply were unavailable.
ApprOXlnlately $4,000 would be ~:,
able
from
existing NCA funds and the balance would need t~
underwritten
by interested
member caves.

n

~,

Because
those
attending the Mid-Winter
Meeting
,\ t
production
of the film should not be und,ertaken without an
firmative
vote of the membership,
or without
pledges
for I.'",~plete
funding,
the Secretary is polling the entire member[1
~
of
the
NCA. If you have not heard from the Secretary
on tn S
matter
and are interested,
please make immediate contact W.llh
Barbara Munson, 1026 Balmoral Drive, Signal Mtn, Tenn. 37311

TRAVE L MART

BOOTH

President
Anderson announced
that the Discover
Aner . .
ca National Conference would be in Pittsburg on April 21-23.
.\
number of NCA members plan to attend and Barbara Munson will
tend in the name of the NCA.
The NCA booth at the
last Travel M,aT·tin New Or'Le a
was very good but also very expensive.
The
pros
and cons (
having a similar booth at the 1976 DATO Travel Mart were ell
cussed.
The Travel Mart is considered
to be a very worthwhi"
event because it puts us in touch will all segments of t]le tf;
vel
industry,
however the increasing costs of maintaining
t~
booth seem to outweigh the advantages gained.
Since the Fresi
dent of the NCA is already one of the Executive members of tht.
Board of the Travel Mart,
the NCA elected to forego aclditionaI
representation
at the DATO Travel Mart Conference.
John and Gladys Bridges
of Cascade Caverns,
Boerne,
Texas, have done a very fine job in the past of maintaining
the
booth for the NCA.
The
NCA membership
expressed their gratitude to the Bridges for their Willingness
to handle to booth.

C@:2::J-----

NAT.

TOUR

BROKERS

ASSN.

As an alternative
to a booth at the DATO Travel Mart
Conference,
Rodney Schaeffer
(Howe Caverns),
Tom Gibson
(Skyline Caverns),
Carl Gibson
(Lookout
Mountain
Caverns),
and
Barbara Munson (Cumberland Caverns) suggested,at
the Mid-Winter
meeting,that
the NCA join the National Tour Brokers Association
(NTBA).
This would be advantageous
to the NCA because it would
put
all of our members in touch with the major tour brokers of
the country,
and provide our membership
with the NTBA1s important
listings of people who handle package tours from coast to
coast.
Such
listings show all tours that come through an individua~
cave's
area,
where
the
tours originate,
the date,
where they will spend the night,
and where the tour will eat.
Package
tours are an increasingly
important national trend and
promise to give us more business than anything in the near
future.

The NCA Secretary
was instructed
for NCA membership
in the NTBA.

NCA Goals

to make
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application

E. J. Rooney

You will
remember
that
at Hannibal I was asked to
chair a committee of the Regional Directors, who in turn,
were
to solitit
from
the member caves in their respective region
what we thought our appropriate
goals and objectives would be.
a letter which was then sent out to all
I composed
the
Regional Directors and they in turn were asked to contact
people in their region to get some kind O£ feedback. The letter
read as follows:
flAt the Annual Meeting of the NCA
in
October (1975) the need was expressed to define
and
clarify
the present
and future
goals of our organization.
An informal listing of ideas was begun during that meeting
and this list was to be expanded as our members had opportunity
to give the matter more
thought.
!lThe Regional Directors
were asked to
make
additional suggestions
and I was asked
to combine and compile these thoughts into a
report and listing of suggested g~al~.
"Throuah
the NCA
Cave
Talk
members
would be asked to make comment on the report
and assign priorities
to the listed goals.
"Lt is hoped that the final report can
be completed
for consideration
at the MidWinter meeting.
"A list of the points mentioned
during
the Convention
session is enclosed.*
These
were
not
fully formed ideas, nor were they
listed
in any
order
of importance.
They
were listed and recorded to stimulate further thinking.
"I've
also asked Barbara Munson to include a listing of the objectives
and purposes
as stated in the NCA Constitution
and
Bylaws.**
"I'm
sure you'll wa n t to make some additions reflecting the needs of your particular region.
What would you and other
members
in your region like to get from
your
participation
in the. Association
and its
meetings?
What should prospective new members
expect
to get from their association
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with the NCA?
How
can we practice conservation?
What responsibilities
do we have to

the people who visit our caves?
The responses which were to come directly to me were
less than overwhelming.
I received at least one letter from a
non-member cave owner and operator in Region 6 and he had
some
things to say.
I will summarize his remarks:

ItIhaven't had a lot of

time

to

give

thought
to what
the goals and purposes of
the association
actually aTe; however,
as I
see it, it is fairly simple.
The main ~o~l
of the cave association
is to Increase VISItation to member caves.
Anything else that
we
state
would
merely
be secondary or a
means of attaining that goal.

lilt can be best achieved by one of several cooperative means,
I suppose.
One of
the main reasons I have for attending
these
meetings is simply fellowship with the other
cave
owners and the information that I pick
up through the workshops and conversations.
This then helps attain our goals of ultimately getting more people to go through
Caverns.
As I see it that is basica'l~l~y--w~h'a~t
we're interested in ... 11
Another

cave operator

said:

as far as your goal statements
are
concerned there is nothing I can add but I'd
like to comment on one.
1I

•••

III feel the goals are good
for all
of
us but still there are caves that are
small
-

-

_II..

_

*

Increase national weight; Greater use of Regional Directors;
Improve
NCA
image and image of caves in general; Preservation
and
conservation;
Increase NCA membership;
Use soft
sell in our literature; and Initiate a greater
exchange
of
information between ourselves and other organizations.

**

To promote interest and attendance at member caves; To promote and maintain a National organization
of persons or corporations
who
own,
manage
or operate recognized caves or
caverns, and to protect,the
visitors in the use thereof;
To
compile,
preserve
and publish cooperative data, technical
and promotional,
for member caves;
To cooperate in securing
rational
legislation
for the
advancement,
promotion,
and
protection
of cave
operatoys--to
protect owners and users
thereof
against
unjust or unreasonable
legislation,
and to
secure
the
enactment
of proper ordinances and regulations
pertaining thereto; To promote and encourage the development
of a spirit of cooperation
and courtesy among cave operators;
and generally
to maintain the rights and privileges
of all
persons who own or who are interested in promoting caves.

operations, yet add a great deal to the
general interest of all caves. And that if
you don't draw 100,000 visitors in a sense,
you are forgotten.
lTI'dappreciate
develops in Miami ...

information

on

what

11

So you can see there weren't many responses. Perhaps
Barbara Munson and I can get our heads together and work on
these ideas as sort of a "task force
and have something more
concrete which we can bring to the Annual Meeting in Virginia.
ll
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1976 CDNVENTIDN

PLANS

To commemorate the Bicentennial year, the fall site
for the 1976 NCA Convention will be Virginia. Beginning on
Wednesday, November 3 and continuing through Friday the 5th,
the meeting will conclude on the weekend with a trip to the
historic Williamsburg area.
Meetings are scheduled for Wednesday
afternoon,
A golf tournament is
Thursday morning and Friday morning.
planned at the new Luray Golf Course for the afternoon of the
5th.
On Saturday, lunch will be at Stoner's Store. Saturday afternoon and most of Sunday will be spent sight-seeing about Williamsburg. The Convention trip will conclude at
the
Berkeley Plantation on the James River.
Convention hosts are LURAY and SKYLINE CAVERNS which
are located on the northern periphery of Shenandoah National
Park, a region noted for its vast scenic beauty and remarkable
caves.
Shenandoah Valley is a country of rolling hills and
shallow stream valleys bounded on both sides by lofty Appalachian ridges. The rich forests reflecting a hazy blue, cover
cave-bearing limestone fornlations thousands of feet thick.
To
cave lovers everywhere,just a mentlon of the Valley of Virginia
conjurs up magnificent images of remarkable underground wonders
like Endless, Grand, Luray, Skyline, Shenandoah, Massanutten
and many other caves and caverns both wild and commercial.
Here, in misshapen, tightly folded layers of rock,
underground rivers have consumed millions of years carving
veritable masterpieces in the earth.
And, like the surprising limestone layers in which
these caves are found, the caverns present every imaginable and
unimaginable beauty in shimmering crystals of onyx.The!l5hields.!l
of Grand Caverns still mystify man's scientific perception. At
Skyline Caverns, anthodites, those radiating needles of the
netherworld, transfix visitors with their uniqueness.
And at
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Luray Caverns
man
marvels at the Creatoyls
ability
hanging cascades and beautiful draperies out of pure
Virginia

Jamestown,

is

Arlington,

than

caves.,

Washington,

more

Richmond

It is
and

to

lshion

5t0

•.

Willj

,burg,

Fr ede r i .. burg.
j'

This is the land of frosted
mint juleps,
ham 'iTId biscuits, fast,
fine horses; a land of tobacco, peanuts,
'0ttoo,
old forges,
great military battles and a legion of fallen heToes.
Capital,
Virginia's
Colonial
To VlSlt Williamsburg,
of George
its quiet lanes, is to stir up memories
and stroll
Tom Jefferson, James Monroe and Patrick Henry who
Washington,
or give me death ,IT
c r i.ed "Give me libe-rty
Plan now to attend the fall Convention
and heIr celebrate America r s 200th birthday.
Renew old acquaintances
amor.g
the cavemen
and
cavewomen of America and make new frirr:1s as
well.
If you are not convinced that this will be one ,f the
most loemorable and worthwhile NCA Conventions
ever,
we; ~~ try
DOWN
to explore
Virginia
even
more in forthcoming
issues
-rnno t
UNDER and do our best to convince you that
you
simply
afford to miss the Convention.
Explore

Virginia

and discover

the NCA!
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FEW RADIATION

CHECKS

MADE ON CAVERNS

atmosIf a contamination
problem cropped up in tile
threephere
of Virginia's
caverns, visited by an
estimated
fourths of a million people annually, there would be no safety
check to detect it.
Operators
of seven
privately owned caverns in the
stat~
g~nerally.
agreed
that
the only safety inspection
they
~ece1ve 15 from 1nsu~ance inspectors,
and
that
they are subJec~
to no state 1nspection of any kind on even an irregular
bas1s.
The
question
arose
following a report from the Interior Department's
National Park Service that radon,
a radioactive substance,
is present in the atmosphere
of Mammoth Cave
in Kentucky.
A survey has shown
that there is no evidence of danger to the health of visitors.
However, a report by Dr. Keith
A. Yarborough
indicates the need
for a weekly
air
sampling
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program
at Mammoth Cave, as well as records to keep track of
employe time spent in the caves.
further study is being conducted
by
officials of the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.
Gary Everhardt,
director
of the National Park Serstressed
that
scientists
believe
the
only possible
hazard
from the radon could be for long-term employes
health
working in caves, and certainly not to visitors.

vice,

Dr. Gary Ahlstrandt
a scientist at Carlsbad Caverns,
where
minute
quantities
of radon gas were found, says that
some health officials have expressed concern that ions of polonium, a solid, can
become
attached to respiratory
passages
and that their radiation, together with the effects
of heavy
slnoking, can contribute to a higher lung cancer danger.
Presence of radon in a cave indicates the likely presence of ions
of pOlonium, which are products or !!daughters" of the natural
Tld.ecayllof the radon.
Tom Wilson
of the National Park Service
said that
testing has shown radon is present in many Park Service caves.
But monitoring
of privately
owned
caves, such a-s those in
Virginia, would have to be done by a state agency, he said.
been

Therefore,
it appears
the subject of any general

that Virginials
caves have
health survey of any kind.

not

Bryce Schofield,
the acti!lg supervisor
of the State
Departlnent of Health Bureau of Radiological
Health, said he agrees
the possibility
of radonls presence in Virginia caves
"should
be looked into.
IVe have given some consideration
to
this kind of problem in mines,the
radioactivity
in the ground."
Schofield,
who
is director
of the department's
Bureau of Industrial Hygiene, said
that in light of the situation at Mammoth Cave,
the
state
might contact the Int~Tior
OT the
Department
and
!lif they don't seem to know one way
other, look into making some tests ourselves.1!
Thomas Gibson,
executive
vice president
of Skyline
Caverns and former president of the National Caves Association
said, I!We would welcome testing."
Gibson,
who is the Association's
legislative
chaiTman, pointed to Missouri where,
he said,
27 privately
owned
caves are inspected annually by the Missouri Division of Mines.
Insurance premiums for liability are lower in Missouri than in
Virginia where there is no inspection and so "we would welcome
inspection by a state agency. 'I
But
other operators generally voiced no belief in a
need for state inspections.
111 really don't know if it would
be to any advantage,"
said Dan Proctor, manager of Shenandoah
Caverns.
"You have to have a problem before you can admit you
have a problem."
Eight

of

the

so-called

show caves

in Virginia

are
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privately owned.
Another
is part of Grand Caverns Regional
Park Authority,
organized
by Augusta and Rockingham
counties
and
the
cities
of Harrisonburg
and Staunton.
Management
of
Battlefield
Crystal Cave could not be reached foY" questioning,
but spokesmen for all other caves said their onlj regular inspection came from insurance representatives.
Gibson of Skyline Caverns said that
in the middle
1960's
the
Navy Department
had taken Geiger counter readings
in the caverns at the time nuclear tests were being conducted
in Nevada.
IIThey found
no appreciable
trace of anything.
There
were
very faint traces in one area.
There was no real
concern on anyone IS part. I'
Bradford Cobb,
owner of Massanlltten
Caverns, said a
Madison College professor had
brought
students
with
Geiger
counters into the cave 20 to 25 years ago.
But he called
the
reports
on Mamm ot.h Cave
"a publicity stunt.
Edward Brown,
president of Endless Caverns said that 30 years ago the
caverns
had
been
tested
for "resistance
to radiation for bomb
shelters," and the site is designated as a bomb shelter.
It

Jerry Cavedo,
director
of public relations and advertising for Luray Caverns,
said an inspection of Luray Caverns
by
the
Occupational
Safety
and Health Administration
(OSHA) had
taken
place.
But an OSH~ spokesman here said it
must have been some other agency': "we try to stay out of holes
in the ground.
We have no standards on ionizing radiation."
Two Virginia caverns air-condition
above-ground
facilities with underground
air.
The main building at Shenandoah
Caverns is air
conditioned
with
cavern air; so is the main
lodge at Endless Caverns.
The health department's
Schofield said, "One has the
impression
that the western part of the country has more minerals,
that
the most commercial
production
of uranium is in
the west."
The
National
Park
Service'S
Wilson
says that it
doesn't
take
much uranium content in a cave to produce radon
gas,
which
is "one step in the cycle of the decay of radioactive substances.
"But other factors determine
presence
of
radon
gas
in a cave," he said. "It depends on circulation.
Carlsbad
has
less
radon,
because
it's smaller and the air
changes more.
Mammoth is so big that
the air changes
very
seldom.
If you change the air fast enough,
you wouldn't have
radon gas.1t
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